
Who said rocket science is only for the few?  Ever wanted to be the 
person who counts down from 'Ten' and declares “LIFT OFF” as the 
next  manned mission to the moon begins? Here at Aerobay, everyone is 
welcome on the amazing adventure!

Flight vehicles are subjected to demanding conditions such as those 
caused by changes in atmospheric pressure and temperature, with 
structural loads applied upon vehicle components. Consequently, they 
are usually the products of various technological and engineering 
disciplines including aerodynamics, propulsion, avionics, materials 
science, structural analysis and manufacturing. 

Design and build your first plane.  Understand glider shapes resembling 
to birds. Concepts of dihedral angles. Concepts of Centre of gravity 
balance.
Kit included - Catapult Glider

Student will be engage in different case scenario to understand about 
general forces such as friction, gravity. Concept of weight and mass, 
Frictionless transportation. Four forces on flying objects. Ooh also let's 
build and test our own hovercraft ! 
Kit included - Hovercraft

SESSION 1

Introduction to Aerospace

SESSION 2 –3

All about Flying Objects

SESSION 4– 5

Get Airborne with Catapult Glider

SESSION 6– 7

Tour de force'
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Understand the concept of thrust in aircraft. Learn and observe working 
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Understand the basic principle behind the Jet Engine.  That is Newton’s 
action-reaction principle (3rd law).
Kit included - Jet Engine

Let's combine all that we have learnt till now and build your very own 
Delta glider. Remember you are on your path to become a creator. 
Kit included -  Delta Wing Glider

A plane is just a raw shape without the electronics to control it and to 
provide the power. Learn the nuances, apply the learnings on the delta 
glider and finish all the electronic set-up.

Flying model rockets is a relatively safe and inexpensive way for 
students to learn the basics of forces and the response of a vehicle to 
external forces. A model rocket is subjected to four forces in flight; 
weight, thrust, and the aerodynamic forces, lift and drag. There are 
many different types of model rockets. One of the first and simplest type 
of rocket that a student encounters is the bottle, or water rocket.

By now you have become a creator and can easily apply the concept of 
STEAM in any domain. Go solo with your creativity. Build your own plane 
or any machine and surprise us !

SESSION 8-9

Propulsion and Power.

SESSION 10-11

Delta Wing-It

Delta Wing-It Part - II

SESSION 13-14

Water Rocket

SESSION 15

Final Assignment

SESSION 12
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